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Don’t Slander Me,
Don’t Slander Me,
My My
by Doctor Gonzo/Seattle

S

ummer has finally arrived in Seattle and a few days
ago I ate cheese steaks (thanks Brettal), drank PBR
and hugged our own George Clooney look-alike
from the film Battleship!Battleship!Battleship! He was
in town to help me with the DVD commentary for the
Criterion Edition of the previously mentioned film.
Look for it on Amazon’s binary shelves this fall.
Much has happened since the last issue in April. Old
Harley Everett Kosel (aka Harley Hoo) popped into the
picture on April 25th. He’s now three months old and
worried about the upcoming November elections. He
thinks the Tea Party folks are a bunch of dipsh*ts, just
like his daddy. Speaking of dipsh*ts, tell ya what Missouri, how about we take away your federally funded
Medicare for all your Civil War veterans over age 65
and you can provide them with state funded health
care. Morons.
Happy 60th birthday to my dear mother. Unfortunately, she was accosted on her birthday trip to France by
a French footballer and ended up with a broken arm. I
guess he was pretty sore about the World Cup.  I still
don’t get soccer or the French.
Big ups to Dave and Lisa on their tremendously fantastic wedding out in Kitsap Memorial Park. Dave is
currently somewhere tropical with his wife and apparently didn’t have time to get his story submitted this
issue. I guess when love is driving; the Khaos ApocryAK

Broken Wing Rondi Lou at the American ER moments
after her accident

pher takes the back seat. Congrats to those two cute
kids.
Big 40th birthday bash for Deena Rae is forthcoming.
It’s a talent show they tell me. Producer Andrew T.
Sweet seems to be trying to pull of one hell of a shindig. Smells like the Bastards are coming. Best of luck
Mr. Sweet.
The Table of Contents went on a mini-West Coast tour,
which kicked off in Seattle mere blocks from Khaos
headquarters. The show was a blast and the boys had
fun up on stage. I sat down with Karl Lazlo and the
rest of the gang for an exclusive interview [see page
9]. If you haven’t yet picked up their album, Unravel
and Return, do so immediately.  Don’t be strange.
Have a great rest of the summer. Don’t feel ashamed
if you turn 40 years old by years end. We know who
you are. ctions made its first profits in over a decade.
It wasn’t on another failed attempt to make money on
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Reassessing
1991
by Stu/Saint Cloud

M

ore than a few years back, I made the assertion via electronic mail
to EIC Gonzo and Senior Writers Stash Zyka and Kung Fu Mike that
Matthew Sweet’s Girlfriend was the best album released in 1991, not
Nirvana’s Nevermind.  I wasn’t trying to be needlessly contrarian (i.e. “Sarah Palin is secretly very smart”), just stating my personal preference.  
Now, with the glorious availability of back issues of alt-rock tastemaker
Spin Magazine on Google Books, I can take a look at their Top 20 records
of 1991 year-end issue and see how my opinion holds up, how their opinion
holds up, and wallow in nostalgia.  
First of all, let us note that they decided that Girlfriend wasn’t even in
that year’s Top 20; however, it was released on October 22nd, and publishing lead times being what they were, this list was probably compiled
around Halloween.  I’ll let them slide on this miscarriage of justice.  Let’s
take the rest in reverse order:
20. Hole, Pretty on the Inside. This was a sludgy, not terribly good record.  
Courtney Love’s name isn’t even mentioned in the review.  
19. Guns & Roses, Use Your Illusion I & II.  Remember how excited everyone was for these records to drop?  Yes.  Remember any of the songs well
enough to hum one right now?  No.  Maybe the one from the Terminator
sequel, if you set your mind to it.
18. Mudhoney, Every Good Boy Deserves Fudge.  I’ve never heard this record all the way through, so I won’t judge.  “Touch Me I’m Sick” still owns,
though.
17. De La Soul, De La Soul Is Dead.  Everyone should download “Potholes in
My Lawn” off of this and heed the review for the rest: “long-winded, selfindulgent, immature, flatulent.”
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16. Seal, Seal.  I’ve always had a soft spot for “Crazy.”   5. Pet Shop Boys, Discography.   Rated accurately.  
The rest of his discography should be set on fire.
Might be unfair to have a greatest hits record included on a list like this, but Jesus: “West End Girls” alone
15. Pearl Jam, Ten.   Probably deserves to be higher.   gets this over.
Anyone know what happened to these guys?
4. Pixies, Trompe Le Monde.   Maybe dock this a few
14. Urge Overkill, The Supersonic Storybook.   DEFI- notches just due to the quality of the competition.  
NITELY deserves to be higher.   Wore out the Side A Some great tracks, though.  It’s educational!
of this cassette.   Download right now: “The Kids Are
Insane,” “The Candidate,” “Emmaline.”  (The latter is a 3. Nirvana, Nevermind.  I would probably bump this up
cover of the Hot Chocolate song “Emma,” which you a slot.  “Lounge Act” is a terrific deep cut on this.  
should also hunt down.)
2. R.E.M., Out of Time. “Shiny Happy People” was em13. Fugazi, Steady Diet of Nothing.   It’s no Margin barrassing at the time. “Radio Song” is embarrassing
Walker.  Easier to admire than listen to.  
now.  Everything else is fantastic.
12. Massive Attack, Blue Lines.  Never listened to this.
11. Metallica, Metallica.   In Stearns County, at least,
1991 wasn’t the Year Punk Broke, so much as the year
when “Enter Sandman” was inescapable.   I would say
it’s rated accurately, could maybe go a little higher.

1. Teenage Fanclub, Bandwagonesque.   Not the best
record released in 1991, but not an outrageous choice.  
“Alcoholiday” is as good as any song of the last 20
years, and “What You Do to Me” is 90 seconds of bliss.  

MY PERSONAL RANKINGS:
1. Matthew Sweet, Girlfriend (yep, I stand by this)
10. PM Dawn, Of the Heart, of the Soul and of the 2. Nirvana, Nevermind
Cross: The Utopian Experience.  Despite the inclusion 3. Smashing Pumpkins, gish
of some great singles and the best use of Spandau 4. Urge Overkill, Supersonic Storybook
Ballet in the history of popular music, this has to be 5. Pet Shop Boys, Discography
docked a couple slots because of the dumbass title.  
6. U2, Achtung Baby (how did this one not make the
list?)
9. Smashing Pumpkins, gish.  Their only necessary re- 7. Teenage Fanclub, Bandwagonesque
cord.  Top five, easy.  
8. Soundgarden, Badmotorfinger
9. R.E.M., Out of Time
8. Soundgarden, Badmotorfinger.   Rated accurately.   10. Pixies, Trompe le Monde
That opening 1-2 of  “Rusty Cage and “Outshined” is 11. Metallica, Metallica
still pretty great.
12. Pearl Jam, Ten
13. Pavement, Perfect Sound Forever EP (“Summer
7. Public Enemy, Apocalypse ’91: The Empire Strikes
Babe”)
Black.  Forgot that this one had the Anthrax collabo- 14. Dinosaur Jr., Green Mind (strictly here because of
ration on it.  That…hasn’t aged well.  
“The Wagon”)
6. Robyn Hitchcock, Perspex Island.  Bought the cas- [Ed. I’m humming Dead Horse right now.]
sette based on this review.   Still have it somewhere.  
Michael Stipe sang background vocals on it.   I’ll be
damned if I can tell you much else about it.
AK
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Just Who is This Lady Gaga?
And Where the Hell Did She
Come From?(the ongoing search for the truth)
by Brettal/Green Lake

has been, that Lady
Gaga brandishes a
strong resemblance to
the supposedly late
Dana Plato.   Is it possible that Dana Plato,
distraught by the perpetual downturn of her
career and long since
forgotten 15min of fame,
faked her own death and
instead of joining those
bigger than life stars What ‘Chu Talkin’ ‘bout Gaga?
on their island, she reinvented herself and is giving it another shot as Lady
Gaga.  Well probably not.  Sadly the troubled former
child star took her own life with a toxic batch of painkillers and valium.  The Office of the Chief of Medical
Examiners in Oklahoma City, OK autopsy report verifies her identity and cause of death.

So where does that leave us?  
Here at AK Investigations we
lvis Aint Dead and niether are Jimi Hendrix, Jim are on a mission, a mission to
Morrison, Michael Jackson and Andy Kaufman.   bring you the truth.  We will
We’ve all heard the rumors.   They are all living attempt to reveal the anon an island somewhere free from the burden of their swers to these questions in
fame.   These rumors, albeit farfetched, have neither ongoing publications before
“Ms. Gaga” joins our friends
been proven true or false.
With the onset of the sudden fame of Lady Gaga and on that island.   For now let
her subsequent media exposure, some of us over here us pose this final question:  
at AK Investigations have noticed a peculiar resem- Have any of you ever seen
Lady Gaga and Ralph Macblance:
chio at the same time?
The Karate Gaga?
That’s right it can be argued, and by all accounts it
Lady Gaga? The Karma Kameleon.

E

AK
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Khaos Cocktails

A.J.

Rathbun

Summer cocktails from my books, Good Spirits and Wine Cocktails (See last page to purchase)
Slow Poke
Hey you! Yeah, you! Catch up, you’re lagging behind!
Hurry, you’ll be late! Put some quick in it; you’re going
to slow! Getting tired of hearing all these commands
to rush rush rush your way through the world? Feeling
hot from people forcing you to move quickly throughout the summer? Show disdain for speeding through
life by sitting back with a tall Slow Poke. And let the
world come to you.
Ice cubes
1-1/2 ounces slow gin
3/4 ounce fresh lemon
juice
2 dashes Angostura bitters
Chilled club soda
Orange slice for garnish
Cherry for garnish
1. Fill a highball glass
three quarters full with ice
cubes. Add the sloe gin,
lemon juice, and two dashes Angostura bitters. Stir
briefly.
2. Fill the glass up with
chilled club soda. Stir well,
but at an even pace. Garnish with an orange slice around the rim and a cherry
dropped in the glass. Thumb your nose at those silly
folks hurrying past.

AK

A Variation: Naturally, you can make this with real
gin, too (heck, it’s almost a Collins, then). But maybe (as you would with a Collins) add a touch, say
1/2 ounce simple syrup. And don’t forget the bitters.
Cactus Berry
Don’t be afraid: the Cactus Berry (a cousin of the
Margarita that’s taken a trip into a winery) doesn’t
involve any small piercing thorns that might turn
a south-of-the-border soirée into a quick trip to
the local first aid station for cheek stitching--just
thinking about it brings a shiver to my shoulder.
This mix does have a bit of a bite, though, so you’ll
want to ensure your safety by doing any sort of
hat dancing, or attempts at tangoing, or cactus
scaling, earlier in the
evening.
Ice cubes
1 -1/2 ounces Merlot
1 -1/2 ounces white
tequila
3/4ounces Cointreau
1/2 ounce fresh lime juice
Lime slice for garnish
1. Fill a cocktail shaker
halfway full with ice
cubes. Add the Merlot,
white tequila, Cointreau, and lime juice. Shake
exceedingly well (as if you were shaking cactus
thorns from your hands).
2. Strain the mix into a cocktail glass. Garnish with
the lime twist slice and serve.
A Note: Please, don’t really attempt cactus scaling.
It’s bad for you and the cactus.
A Quote: “Wine to the poet is a winged steed /
Those who drink water gain but little speed.”-Nicaentus, Greek poet, (65 B.C.)
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Why I Hate the Fourth
of July
by Rev. Wild Bill/Lake Uhlenkouts

1.

Because I worked for Collin Peterson, like the graphic
design behind the Wellestone
sign and think Michelle Bachman is
an idiot, I must be a democrat and
therefore hate the flag and the
country for which it stands, amen.
2. I have to deal with, ”more patriotic than thou” in-laws for a solid
week.
3. I have to pay $100 dollars to
watch my brother in-law shoot one
firework off at a time for hours
when I could just go to town and
see them for free, with a good Old
Fashioned in my fist.
4. We loose 4.5 trees every year in
the campground. Either someone
mows them over, or hits them with
a camper, or cuts them down to
make room for their camper.
5. I have to worry about drunk and
or underage lawnmower and fourwheel drivers running over my children, ducks, chickens and or dog.

AK

Born of the Fourth Take me to your leader

6. All the grass gets cut everywhere,
even the ornamental grass. “Especially that long hippie grass growing
wild in that flowerbed. Damn Democrat tree huger.”
7. None of the chickens or ducks we
got this spring made it to July 5.
Rest in peace Mr. Quackers.
8. All of the tools are left at the
campground and out in the rain.
Tools like shovels, rakes, lawnmowers,
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chainsaws, hammers, screwdrivers,
drills, pumps, saws, paint...
9. At least one drunk aunt manages to clothsline herself on
something every year.
10. Drunk nephwews always crash
a bike on Drunk Nephews Midnight Bike Ride. Sponsored by
Miller High Life, The Champagne
of Beers.
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Apocrypher Images

Danny Devito in the Bare pool - Las Vegas

Meat Fest 2010 - Courtesy of the Husky Boy

AK

Dave and Lisa Get Married
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Comparative Religions
and Mulch
by Rev. Wild Bill/Lake Uhlenkouts

The effects of mulch are well known
and documented, (Stine etal), effects
such as weed control and moisture
retention. Various resources and
mediums are used, (Anderson,
Stone), from wood chips, coconut
husks, grass clippings, and recycled
paper. Which item is the best?
As Wesson and Smith pointed out
the best material is coconut husks
as they carry no seeds and have no
chance of “volunteering” especially
in a northern climate. Next, hire a
dozen undocumented workers to pull
the remaining weeds and harvest for
pennies a day! Ultimately, use the
material that is most prevalent,
cheapest and carries the least risk
of reseeding unwanted plants in
your garden.
In Seminary, I always found
comparative religion classes the
most interesting. So this study will
reflect that. Which religion makes
the best mulch? I will use a Bible
to represent Christianity, Old
paperbacks to represent secular
culture maybe atheism or just a
control. It’s all pretty much the
AK

same. And,ultimately I found a copy
of the Qur’an.
There are several copies of old
books laying around mouldering
paperbacks and old gold edged
bibles. The paperbacks were mostly
romance novels and some science
fiction. The gilt edged bible was of
the old family heirloom variety. I
believe it came replete with a family
tree written on the inside cover. I
tore up a box of old paperbacks and
one old gilt edged bible, placed the
pieces around the tomatoes, then
went online to find something to test
the theory. I ordered a copy of the
Qur’an from Amazon and simillery
applied it around a tomato plant.
The method of applying mulch from
books was accomplished mostly in
the way described by Taylor and
Edwards. I opened the book and tore
off roughly a quarter inch of paper
and dropped it around the plants,
overlaying in a spiral pattern. I
Started in the back with Revelations
and moved forward to Genesis.

out over Islam The Bible had large
rice paper thin like pages and 800
some pages which gave it a clear
advantage over the 250 pages of
the paperback size of the Qur’an.
The bible layed down at least half
an inch thick and a radius of a foot
and a half to two feet.
Perhaps in further studies other
religions can be tested. Attempts
were made to compare atheism, but
just try to find their equivalent of
the Bible. I wanted to get a copy of
the Torah but couldn’t kind a copy
for less than a case of beer. Speaking
of, old beer cases work very well. I
don’t recommend Alcoholism as a
religion but perhaps recycling is
just good for tomatoes.

It looks like Christianity is winning
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The Khaos Interview

Doctor

Gonzo

The Table of Contents start their West Coast tour this very
night. I sat down with the band to have a beer or two and get
the latest news on all things happening in their world.

The Table of Contents are:
Gonzo: So, gentlemen, what’s it like Joe: I’m not sure I have the worst Karl: Guitar, Vocals
to be on tour for the first time as a gas. Remember that night at Ger- Joe: Bass, Vocals
man bar   in Walla Walla? I’m not PJ: Drums, Vocals
band?
sure what Karl ate, but it must have Aubrey: Keyboards
Karl: Well, this is only our first stop
so we really just drove from Walla
Walla. That might be a better question after a few more dates.
Gonzo: Fair enough. Who has the
worst flatulence in the van?
PJ, Aubrey, Karl: Joe!
Aubrey: To be totally fair to Joe, he
doesn’t do well with fast food and
we didn’t really have the time or
dime to stop and eat organic. I’m
a vegan, so I normally have my personal chef accompany me on tour.
Gonzo: So you must be the one
from L.A. Karl, why is there a vegan
in your rock and roll band?
Karl: Um, to be totally honest, I’m
just learning this for the first time.
Looks like we will have to have a
band meeting before we get to Oregon. Godammit.
PJ: I only eat meat.
AK

died in his stomach. That spatzle
must have been made with 1000
year old eggs.

Gonzo: Let’s talk about your music.
I was really stoked that you played
Gravity Gun. I noticed it’s not on
your record. Why is that?
Karl: We couldn’t secure the rights
to the lyrics.
Gonzo: Too bad, that’s a barnburner. I heard a rumor when I was
in L.A., which maybe Aubrey can
comment on, that the song was to
be used in an upcoming new urban
vampire show on the CW.

from the using Gravity Gun in the
first episode, but we out-voted
him. It may be the only way I get
paid from this band.
Gonzo: I’m getting tired. Anything
else you guys have to add about
the tour?
PJ: I just want to say I get a lot of
sh*t for not bringing beer to practice. The next round is on me.
Karl: PJ, you still have to bring
beer to the next practice.
Joe: And not a six pack either.

Aubrey: You heard right. The show
is  going to bend the vampire genre
on its ear. It stars P. Diddy (Sean
Combs) as a record executive by
day and vampire hunter by night.

Aubrey: I ran into Seal the other
day on the Santa Monica pier. He
was with his kids. We got to talking
and I think he may add vocals to a
few tracks on our next record.

PJ: It’s called Puffy, the Vampire
Slayer.

Karl: I think we better have that
meeting pronto. Excuse us Dr.
Gonzo.

Joe: Karl is trying to stop the show
                                   www.artificialkhaos.com
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The Time I Touched A Dude’s
Face on the Bus
by Johan Martin/Ballard

O

ne time I was riding the bus
home from work.  I was sitting
in that middle accordion part
of the bus so I could easily pivot
my head to view the people seated
towards the rear of the bus, which
I did when I heard some loud homeless guy screaming his guts out at
two chicks seated across from him.  
The gist of what he was saying was
indecipherable, though I did catch
something about the CIA.  The girls
looked appropriately freaked out
by his tirade, though not threatened.   (He was elderly, intermittently taking pulls from a bottle
stored in his coat, & far too drunk,
it seemed, to actually attack someone.)   The girls gave me (the only
person who actually bothered to
turn his head & examine this rucuous) odd WTF looks in response to
the old man screaming at them, but
nothing that notified me they were
in any distress.  So I let it go.
The old man was quiet for awhile,
then started up again.   This time
when I turned my head, I saw
he’d actually boxed in a third girl
somehow.   Previously he had been
seated alone when he was screaming at the other two; now some girl
was seated beside him (next to the
AK

window) & he (in the aisle seat) was
directing the brunt of his drunken
tirade at her.   She sat there, head
down, not responding, not trying to
escape, looking altogether fearful
and, well, distressed by this.
I looked at the other two girls (the
ones seated across from the old
man) & they gave me the unmistakable ‘Dude, do something’ look women invariably give men for the sole
reason of getting them into trouble.  
This look works like a charm on me.  
It appeals to my flawed fundamental belief that I’m some sort of badass who can actually regulate (a la
Keanu Reeves in Speed) when sh*t
goes down on a bus. So I got up
and I walked over to where the old
man was seated. I looked at the girl
with her head down. I said, “Hey.  Do
you wanna come sit with me?” She
looked up at me, eyes still troubled
by recent events, and said, “No.”
Um. . . What? I just stood there.  
This was not the answer I’d expected.  Why not? Now what?
The old man shifted his focus
squarely on me (of course) & asked,
“What the f**k is your problem?”
I don’t remember exactly what I said
first, but I do remember that I de-
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cided, then & there, that it was
time to put on my game face.   As
soon as I hit his radar, the stare
down began. I was not about to let
this drunk old bastard assert any
type of dominance over me whatsoever.   It may have been a collossal mistake for me to enter into
this situation, but, much like the
Iraq War, the only option I, as the
decider, was presented with was to
stay the course.
It didn’t take long for our vibrations to turn nasty.   I invited him
to get off the bus with me so I
could kick his face in.  He responded by suggesting that I should be
the one to get off the bus.  I clarified, as meanly as I could, that I
was trying to imply that, if he got
off the bus, then, yes, I would also
get off the bus with him & subsequently attack him.   (This, of
course, was not true.   I was hoping to coerce him into stepping
off the bus ahead of me, then I intended to kick him in the back &
scream, like a girl, at the bus driver to close the door before he got
up & hurt me). In any event, he did
not want to get off the bus. What
was the point?   This girl didn’t
want my help.   I offered.   I was a
   Page  10
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into this so now it was time to let
the heart lead.  So I slowly extended my right hand to the left side of
My biggest issue, at the moment, his face & very gently (almost mawas that I have significant trou- ternally) cupped his left cheek with
ble maintaining my balance when the palm of my right hand. I left
standing while the bus is moving.   the hand there.   I didn’t just cup
Even if I’m holding onto the celi- his cheek gently & pull out.  Nope.  
ing rail thingy, which I was.   This Within seconds, he understandably
balance problem makes it increas- furrowed his brow in bewilderment
ingly difficult to stand there, at what I was doing & averted his
stone faced, looking tough for gaze as best he could to my hand
anything more than a very mini- on his face, then right back to me
mal period of time.  And this stand as if to ask, “Dude.  What the f**k?”
off had already raged on for well
over a minute.  It was time to end I didn’t flinch.   I gave him no indithis once & for all.   I considered cation that this wasn’t a completely
my options:   1) I could smack him.   normal way to behave in the situa(This would obviously lead directly tion, though internally I wished to
to a fistfight on the bus, during tell him, “Dude, I have no idea. . .”
which I would likely fall over despite my opponent’s intoxication This lasted for about thirty horribly
& advanced age.  Also, I would be uncomfortable seconds.
initiating a fistfight on the bus
in front of dozens of witnesses.  I Eventually I decided to remove my
would end up getting arrested for hand from his face & waddle back
attacking an old man on the bus & to my seat.
then no one would ever sleep with
me again). 2) I could smack the The dude asked the girl if she knew
baseball cap off his head.   (This me.   She lied & said that she did.  
would also likely lead to a fight From that point on, the remain&, again, I would’ve made the der of their conversation cenfirst move so back to the draw- tered around me.   Occasionally he
ing board). 3) I could spit on him.   would   address me directly by
(Not any better than the previous screaming indecipherable threats at
two options, perhaps worse actu- me from several yards away.   When
I finally had had enough of this, I
ally).
responded by screaming (as loudI had to end this somehow.   My ly as I possibly could) a mocking,
menacing to no one physique was yarbled, non-sensical mess of congetting progressively wobblier & sonants & vowels.   (That’s basically
wobblier right before my oppo- how he sounded at this point as
nent’s very eyes.   I must endcap he’d gotten progressively drunker
this somehow.   I decided it was on the bus so this was me respondtime for impulses to take over.   ing by doing an impression of him.)  
My brain (I think) had gotten me
concerned (& falsely masculine)
citizen. I tried.

AK
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The dozens of passengers who, until
now, had done their best to ignore
what was happening could no longer
pretend like nothing was going on.  
As soon as I let out that battle cry,
nearly everyone scrambled to conceal their chortling as the old man
got up & staggered towards me.  
Naturally, as soon as he rose, the
chick he’d fenced in got up too &
booked it to the back of the bus as
fast as she could.   (Thanks, honey.  
We could’ve dealt with this together.  Way to hang me out to dry.)
The old man sat down across from
me in the accordian-esque midsection of the bus & our back & forth
threatening one another continued, during which several times he
threatened to drown me, which I
found puzzling as there was really
no water around.   He kicked me a
few times, which sadly didn’t hurt
as he was old & feeble.   A woman
on the bus yelled at him to leave
me alone.  The driver briefly intervened to ask, via the loudspeaker, if
everything was “okay back there?”  
The old man shouted back that everything was fine.  That was the end
of the driver’s involvement in the
situation.  And we went on our way.
Eventually, amidst our constant arguing & threatening one another, I
realized it was my stop, there was
no need for this to continue, &
I stepped off the bus to go home
& complain to my girlfriend about
how everyone in Seattle, me included, is a colossal pussy.
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Features

WANTED: FREEDOM 2010:
“Say it isn’t so Cap’n B”
by The Brooze/Minneapolis

I

t appears as though the proverbial “straw” has broken the camel’s back when it comes to the annual
pilgrimage to Sin City.   Or, as I call it, the weekend that helps me stay sane the other 51-1/2 weeks a
year.   Yes, drinking by a pool or in a club, gambling
away my retirement money, and being asked by the
pool waitress if I was a participant on the show “What
not to wear” helps me through the Gulag known more
commonly as “My Life as a Working for the Man: Monday-Friday-style”. BTW, who knew that board shorts
were “in” for men’s swimwear and that drawstrings were
out?   (Note to self: Call Frenchie to see what banana
hammocks are cool in the French Riviera prior to next
shopping trip.)

TOP 5 Reasons why the Pilgrimage will NOT take
place in 2010:

After 10 plus years
(not exactly sure how
many it is, but Crapyer-Panski only had
4 college degrees
when we started going), the trip is in
danger of not taking
place this year.   Yes, the Friday morning statements
of “This weekend is going to be awesome” followed 48
hours later by “I am never going to that place again”
with a RAGING headache and alcohol-induced shakes
for three days afterward appears to be headed toward
a cancellation.

2. Crushing mortgages, $6 stock prices, and toddlers/babies (3 new ones in the last 12 months - welcome Quinn, Camila, and Harley) have taken their
toll.

5. The Dad Life video on You tube is Non-fiction
(check it out....awesome.  Minivans and Dollars (I got
dozens of them)
4. Stimulus Round # 2 checks haven’t been received
yet.
3. The Pilgrimage group has started to migrate away
from large quantities of Mixed Drinks and Casino Table Games.  More into backyard bocce ball and trips
to Home Depot.

1. Cap’n B has a girlfriend, Cap’n B has a girlfriend,
Cap’n B has a girlfriend and she won’t let him go,
won’t let him go!
Manufacturing will soon begin on FREE CAP’N B! Tshirts!

Why you ask?
AK
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Khaos Top Ten List

Notorious

V.I.G.

I recently headed to Cantebury Down Horse Racing Track in Shakopee, MN with my boy
Jellybean. While I was there I drank a handful of Grain Belts which inspired this Top Ten.

Top Ten Things to Do at Cantebury Downs
10. Stuff the track’s suggestion box with, “need more couches”.
9. After getting a hot dog, stand in line again and talk loudly about how my hot
dog taste like horse.
8. Dress in a silk shirt and short pants and tell people I’m really a jockey, I just need
to lose 40 pounds of baby weight. Am I right mothers?
7. Convince Jellybean he can beat the number 9 horse, Dog Food Ed, in a foot
race.
6. Pretend I’m at Lilith Fair instead of the horse races and tell the number the 14
horse, “Hey Jewel, why the long face? Looks like you got your teeth fixed!”
5. Repeatedly ask the bartender what’s in a Mint Julep? And then order a beer.
4. Take my shirt off and run around the concourse telling people I’m the number 8
horse, Little Sasquatch.
3. Tell people that Brett Favre is going to show up to sign autographs, then tell
them he’s not, and then tell them he is.
2. Find an unassuming jockey and hop on his back yelling, “How do you like it, how
do you like it?”
1. Play the Vigesaa Trifecta, one jumbo chili-dog, one 24 ounce Pabst, one bowel
movement.
AK
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Apocrypher News Wire
Lebron v. Malinks
Prediction: LeBron is joining a
reunited Malinks on keyboards
and extra percussion. Dude was
a huge Yo La Tengo fan from
back in the day, so his indierock sympathies don’t surprise.
Lebron will be playing with the
Malinks in Brooklyn on September 4th. He plays the Knicks
the next day at the Garden.

Artificial Khaos Films
Two new releases from AK Films Check out the trailers
below: [Click image to link]
O’ Father

Feats of Strength
Local Seattle man, Rob
2.0 was enjoying himself on the golf courses of the Tahoe area
when he was overcome
by booze and emotion. He immediately
set out to run the gaunlet of the Feats of Strength.
He started with one beer can push ups and eventually ended with double can push ups elevated three
feet off the ground. Of course our cameras were
there. [LINK] Not for the faint of heart.
Nat + Hugs = Love
Hi Friends and Families,
Five short years ago  A.J. and I were married!
Thanks for sharing in our special day and our lives!
Check out some of the fun...
http://www.bellacinghiale.blogspot.com/

AK

Scumbag Zone

Unravel and Return Tour History
After 3 billion emails, 1 million phone calls, 100,000
trips to the post office, a boatload of shameless
pleading and payola--and too many rejections to
count, The ToC has managed to cobble together a
Northwest tour this month. Here are the dates:
Tuesday, July 20: High Dive, Fremont w/ Pacific
Nomadic and Product of Mexico, 9pm $6
Wednesday, July 21: TBA or poolside with Pina Co
ladas made by the Husky Boy
Thursday, July 22: Sam Bond’s Garage, Eugene w/
Leo London and Tango Alpha Tango
Friday, July 23: Coffee House Cafe, Salem
Saturday, July 24: Sapolil Cellars, Walla Walla

                                   www.artificialkhaos.com
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Poetry Khaos

R.J.

Duke

More profound eloquence from the master of short poems and musings of trifled nature.

fargo in june (or the night before summer)
reunion at rosie’s
up in his loft
doktor gonzo’s party
das fuchen dunkauff
francios was on the meter
bets traded hands
incommunicado
techno’s the man
chew was getting low
bikes were getting wet
timmy went grand
and timmy got set
ghosts on the dial
AK records were duped
good taste villified
head east on a loop

1745 by Nikolokin Konradarnok
(translation by Adrian Scholbridge III)
on the road hole one night
we watched three men cry
consumed by the gorse
flailing their scythes
we hid in the tall grass
buttressing the wall
skulking in cowardice
shame shadowed us all
the moon mocked their perseverance
while the wind tore at the ground
nature bared her basest
humanity slogged on
we watched these men renounce
the gods they received
while their own children denounced
the fathers they believed
the gods ballisticized the sand
and put their pity aside
they summoned the ocean
whorlwhipping high tide
on the road hole one night
thoroughly beaten by the land
our thought turned demented
and lies became our friends
30

AK
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Khaos Klassifieds
Artificial Khaos Productions
presents the new face of
Khaos. Check out the newly
designed web site. A new
media section collects most
of our film and video projects in one convenient place.
Enjoy.Click on graphic
teleport.

Birdbath Radio

Retrofitted Designs

Elemental Studio

A.J. Rathbun

Alex Doerffler Photography

Bruno Press

McCauliflower

The TOC

BUY THESE BOOKS

KHAOS apparel
[click to link]
AK
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